
»  True 3D audio listening experience

» High quality sound meets distinguished design

» Compatible with all audio formats

» High performance and reliability

» Designed for a fast and easy operation

The IOSONO CORE audio processor is the perfect solution for creating unparalleled 
soundscapes for cinemas, events and themed entertainment. Using the speakers of your 
choice, the IOSONO CORE puts your audience in the center of the action, creating emo-
tional, audible experiences in all venues. It comes with a variety of features ensuring an 
easy installation and adaptation to your venue.



True 3D audio listening experience

IOSONO CORE delivers immersive high quality audio 
– the result of years of research and practical experi-
ence. Sounds can be moved in space with great preci-
sion. This produces crystal-clear perception of sound 
emanated from the walls of the auditorium, moving 
right through the audience. 

Compatible with all audio formats

The CORE processor supports all standard and future 
multi-channel audio formats such as stereo, 5.1, 7.1, 
11.2, etc. The Render+ option adds enhanced play-
back for stereo, 5.1 and 7.1 surround mixes from live 
console feeds, broadcast, Blu-ray or cinema content.

Designed for a fast and easy operation

The IOSONO CORE is easy and intuitive to operate. 
The color touch screen provides quick selection of 
presets and easy adjustment of essential features. 
The newly redesigned remote control software inter-
face ensures fast and convenient network operation.

High quality sound meets distinguished design

The processor’s construction has been designed to 
combine a sleek, elegant look with the robustness 
needed for the use in live and event applications. The 
housing is scratch and shock resistant with sturdy 
front handles for convenient installation. 

High performance and reliability

The IOSONO CORE is a modular platform that boasts 
tailor-made options for a variety of applications. The 
processor features up to 128 channels, integrated 
MADI, AES I/O and a fully redundant power supply. 
Impressive processing power ensures top perfor-
mance for all venues.

Seamless integration into playback systems

IOSONO CORE has standard time code and synchro-
nization inputs for a smooth integration into show 
control and playback systems. The audio processor 
parameters can be remotely controlled with the Con-
trol Unit Software.

IOSONO CORE remote control software

For further information visit www.iosono-sound.com.
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